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Exploring the Layout of Weave

The density measurement in
threads for your weave

Weave is used to create woven patterns such as stripes and
plaids. You can draw your patterns out by using the Tool
Options Tab and the Add Elements Tool or you can switch to
the Numeric Design Tab and enter in the values of your pattern
to create it. To open the Weave Tool, click the
button on the
Design Bar.

Draws the color bar
Draws the thread bar
Draws the pattern bar
Shows a guide for precise
drawing based on the pattern
used
Shows the pattern swatch
Shows the type of the element
selected
Shows the placement of the
element selected

Set Pattern swatch for weave
structure to show guides
where the structure will end
Uses the pattern set above in
weft drawing as well

Value of element length
Turns editing functionality on
and off on selection
Merges two positions to the
position on the left
Aligns a color selection to the
color bar
Makes a repeatable rasterized
swatch of you weave
Creates a larger display area of
the weave on the page
Scales the entire Warp and/
or Weft bars to the percent
entered
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Copies the warp bars to the
weft bars
Copies the weft bars to the
warp bars
Generates artwork based on
the warp and weft bars created
Displays width & height of Fill
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Numeric Design
Creating weaves based on number values
as opposed to drawing them out

Units used in calculating
the size of each area
Values of each warp bar,
separated by commas

Values of each weft bar,
separated by commas
Places bars onto the
page based on the values
entered above

Places numeric info onto
the file to the top left
corner

Construction
Drawing out weave pattern structures and
dobbies.

Aligns pattern structures to
the Illustrator grid
Weaves Dobby structure into
the generated plaid
Will utilize warp and weft colors in the
dobby structure. Original colors of the
dobby will be used when not checked.
Scales dobby to thread size
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Makes the pattern structure 2x larger

Releases all dobby artwork from
the generated plaid to edit again

Lines up dobby to the closest
thread
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If you are having a challenge with anything related to our products

PLEASE CONTACT THE SUPPORT TEAM:

589 8th avenue, 8th Floor | New York, NY 10018
FieryDesignProSupport@efi.com
Live support available Monday-Friday
9am - 6pm Eastern Standard Time
Support: 646.766.0359
Main: 212.391.2370
For guided tutorials, please visit elearning@efi.com
For articles published on DesignPro topics as well as forum style discussions
about DesignPro tools, please visit communitites.efi.com for more information
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